ART Textiles - preparation
for Mock exam.
Starting wkb 2.11.2020
Students - you will have THREE
double lessons to complete this
task.
You MUST make sure that you have completed
the following before the 2nd November.
●

Uploaded onto the google
classroom/email me with any resources
you need printing out. E.g Artist images
and photographs you will be looking at to
produce the work. (I will ensure that these
are ready for the start of the lesson)

●

Make sure you have all the equipment and
media you need in school to complete
your work.

●

Discussed your idea with me and make a
quick plan of what you want to try and
achieve in the three lessons- It would be
good to try and break it down.

What are you required to do for the ART MOCK?
●

You should work independently for three double
lessons on your planned mini ‘final piece’
Your piece should be complete. If you are running out
of time, aim to select a section to complete fully to
demonstrate your ability

●

You will need to annotate and analyse your work
during the last session and hang/mount your work for
photographing onto A2 white/black card etc) so this will
need factoring into your timings. I would reserve at
least 50 minutes to collate your final board

You can include preliminary works and sketches to mount
along slide your final piece as well as images of artist’s work
that have inspired it. If you have work in sketchbooks that
will compliment this work then ask me to photocopy in
advance
You can annotate and present your work as you wish using
any decorative techniques you like. Try not to include
massive titles. You can take your board home/during these
session to prepare it in advance if you want to

Things to
include on your
board:
●

●
●

●
●

Inspirational
images and
annotation
Preliminary
sketches
Samples of
fabrics or
tests of
techniques
Final design
Final textiles
piece

Examples of
Annotation!

